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More extreme climatic events (ECEs) are amongst the most prominent consequences of 22 
climate change. Despite a long‐standing recognition of the importance of ECEs by 23 
paleo‐ecologists and macro‐evolutionary biologists, ECEs have only recently received a 24 
strong interest in the wider ecological and evolutionary community. However, as with many 25 
rapidly expanding fields, it lacks structure and cohesiveness, which strongly limits scientific 26 
progress. Furthermore, due to the descriptive and anecdotal nature of many ECE studies it is 27 
still unclear what the most relevant questions and long-term consequences are of ECEs. To 28 
improve synthesis, we first discuss ways to define ECEs that facilitate comparison among 29 
studies. We then argue that biologists should adhere to more rigorous attribution and 30 
mechanistic methods to assess ECE impacts. Subsequently, we discuss conceptual and 31 
methodological links with climatology and disturbance-, tipping point- and paleo-ecology. 32 
These research fields have close linkages with ECE research, but differ in the identity and/or 33 
the relative severity of environmental factors. By summarizing the contributions to this theme 34 
issue we draw parallels between behavioural, ecological and evolutionary ECE studies, and 35 
suggest that an overarching challenge is that most empirical and theoretical evidence points 36 
towards responses being highly idiosyncratic, and thus predictability being low. Finally, we 37 
suggest a roadmap based on the proposition that an increased focus on the mechanisms behind 38 
the biological response function will be crucial for increased understanding and predictability 39 
of the impacts of ECE.  40 
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1. The need for more synthesis in ECE research 41 
Extreme climatic events (ECE) can have a dramatic impact on human society and biological 42 
systems. And while the extent to which a single extreme climatic event can be attributed to 43 
climate change is difficult to determine [1,2], it is clear that global climate change has led to 44 
an increased frequency, intensity, and duration of extreme climatic events [2,3]. As a result, 45 
ECEs are one of the most visible impacts of global change in our society and increasingly the 46 
focus of attention of the general public, policy makers, climatologists and also biologists [4]. 47 
But not all extreme weather and climate events have extreme impacts on specific systems [5], 48 
making the attribution of biological responses to climate extremes even more difficult [6]. 49 
There has been long‐standing recognition of the importance of ECEs by particularly 50 
paleo‐ecologists and macro‐evolutionary biologists [e.g. 7, but see also 8,9], but recently—in 51 
the face of anthropogenic climate change—ECEs have received much stronger interest in the 52 
wider ecological and evolutionary community. Consequently, the number of biological papers 53 
on ECEs is now increasing exponentially [e.g. 10]. However, as is the case for many rapidly 54 
developing fields, the emerging—or some might say reinvigorated [7–9]—field of ECEs lacks 55 
structure and cohesiveness, which limits scientific progress.  56 
Meta-analyses and systematic reviews are much needed for synthesis of the field, but 57 
for various reasons comparison among ECE studies has been limited because it is very 58 
challenging. Firstly, despite several reviews [10,3,11–15] there is no consensus on how to 59 
define an ECE within a biological context. Second, very few studies rigorously attribute the 60 
biological impacts to changes in climatic extremes and distinguish them from responses to 61 
concurrent other environmental changes (such as changing climatic means and variability). 62 
Third, ECEs encompass a wide diversity of events (e.g. flood, heat wave, drought, hurricane) 63 
that act on very different spatiotemporal scales. Finally, ECEs are rare and thereby pose some 64 
particular practical and statistical challenges. 65 
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The rareness of ECEs also means that most studies on the impact of ECEs are 66 
anecdotal as they are based on non-experimental data [but see 12,16] that only cover a single 67 
event [10,17]. Consequently, little progress is being made into our conceptual understanding 68 
of the impacts of and adaption to ECEs on longer—ecologically and evolutionary more 69 
relevant—timescales [5,10, but see 12]. Finally, there is still relatively little synthesis across 70 
fields (evolution, ecology and behaviour) and levels of organisation (individual, population, 71 
and ecosystem) [but see 18 this issue]. 72 
This Introduction & Synthesis of the theme issue on ‘Behavioural, ecological and 73 
evolutionary responses to extreme climatic events’ will (i) provide some common terminology 74 
to define ECEs in a way that facilitates comparison among studies (Section 2) and make 75 
explicit the conceptual links between closely related disciplines (e.g. climatology, disturbance 76 
ecology; Sections 3-4), (ii) draw parallels between challenges in behavioural, ecological and 77 
evolutionary studies by summarizing the contributions to this theme issue (Section 5) and (iii) 78 
draw general conclusions leading to a roadmap for future research (Section 6). 79 
2. Defining extreme climatic events  80 
What is an extreme climatic event? 81 
Despite various attempts to define ECEs in a synthetic way [10–13,19,4,20], no universally 82 
accepted definition exists [10]. This lack of consistent terminology hampers the comparison 83 
across studies of the biological relevance of ECEs, since what one study considers to be an 84 
ECE is not necessarily considered an ECE by others. This problem is further exacerbated by 85 
many studies neglecting to clearly outline how they define an ECE in the first place [13]. 86 
Table 1 provides an overview of definitions of ECEs proposed in the literature. To 87 
better understand the challenges in defining the term ECE, it is helpful to first consider the 88 
type of phenomena people have included under the term ECE [4]. The term ECE has been 89 
used to describe meteorological phenomena, such as extreme high temperatures or rainfall [3]. 90 
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In addition, some studies also consider ECEs to include consequential physical impacts—like 91 
flooding, hurricanes or wildfires—that are (at least partly) caused by meteorological 92 
phenomena [21]. Finally, some studies additionally include a spectrum of impacts for 93 
biological systems (or for economy or society in fields other than biology [22]), such as mass 94 
reproductive failure after flooding [23].  95 
Table 1: Overview of definitions of Extreme Climatic Events proposed in the literature. The 96 
column ‘Type’ describes whether a definition takes a purely climatological perspective or 97 
also includes aspects of the impact of climate. The last column specifies whether a definition 98 
requires a climatic event to have a specific biological impact (see also text).   99 
Source Definition Type Specifies impacts? 
IPCC 
2012[4]  
The occurrence of a value of a weather or climate variable above (or 
below) a threshold value near the upper (or lower) ends of the range of 




A weather or climate event that is rare at a particular place (and, 
sometimes, time of year). […] Definitions of rare vary, but an extreme 
weather event would normally be […] rarer than a particular percentile 
(e.g., 1st, 10th, 90th, 99th) of a probability density function estimated from 
observations expressed as departures from daily or monthly means. 
Climatological No 
Jentsch et al. 
2007 [12] 
Climatic extremes that have a strong abruptness (i.e. biological 
magnitude over biological duration).   
Impact-related No 
Bailey & 
van de Pol 
2016 [10] 
An episode where climate or climate-driven conditions trigger a negative 
threshold-like (non-linear) biological response 
Impact-related No 
This study Climatic conditions that cause the (biological) response to be in the e.g. 




An episode in which a statistically unusual or rare climatic period alters 
ecosystem structure and/or function well outside the bounds of what is 
considered typical or normal variability  





An event during which the acclimatory capacity of an organism are 
substantially exceeded (i.e. a long-return time or hysteresis). 
Impact-related Yes, hysteresis 
Wingfield et 
al. 2017 [20 
this issue] 
Climate causes the cumulative resources available to an individual to be 
exceeded by the sum of its energetic costs. This allostatic overload 
triggers the emergency life history stage that temporarily allows the 
individual to cease regular activities in an attempt to survive the extreme 
conditions 





Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the difference between climatological and impact-related 101 
definitions. Climatological definitions only require the climate to be extreme (blue tails of the 102 
distribution), and there is no requirement of the biological impact to be extreme (green tails 103 
of the distribution). Depending on an organism’s or ecosystem’s response curve (black line), 104 
a climatic extreme may not (a) or may (b) be associated with a biologically extreme response. 105 
It should be noted that extreme biological impacts are also caused by other non-climatic 106 
drivers, and that climate explains only part of the variation in the biological response [13]. 107 
(c) Impact-related definitions require both the climate and biological response to be extreme. 108 
Some impact-related definitions (d) do not a priori specify the threshold value beyond which 109 
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climate is considered extreme, but instead use the nonlinearity of the biological response 110 
function  to determine a climatic threshold (here upper 2%) that can be considered extreme 111 
from a biological point of view [10]. Red arrows depict the direction of approach, which 112 
reflects that the use of climatological and impact-related definitions involves asking different 113 
research questions (see text).  114 
 115 
Climatological versus impact-related definitions of ECEs 116 
A first major difference among ECE definitions is thus whether or not they include the impact 117 
of the climate extreme in the definition [10]. Here, we therefore classify definitions as either 118 
‘climatological’ or ‘impact-related’ (Table 1). Climatological definitions only require the 119 
climate to be extreme, not the (biological) impact; by contrast, impact-related definitions 120 
typically require both the climate and (biological) impact to be extreme (Fig. 1a vs. 1c). The 121 
use of a climatological versus impact-related definition amounts to asking subtly different 122 
questions [10] and thus depends on whether one is interested in rare climate (“What is the 123 
biological impact of this climate extreme?”) or if one is more focussed on understanding rare 124 
biological extreme events, and the way climate extremes contribute to this (“Which climate 125 
process drives this extreme biological event?”). However, even for climatological definitions 126 
full separation of cause and impact can be difficult, as the choice of meteorological 127 
phenomena and the way ECEs are quantified in a study is typically chosen based on its 128 
biological relevance [4]. For example, in many countries the threshold for a heat wave is 129 
chosen based on its relevance for human health and societal impact. 130 
More generally, there is little consensus of a specific threshold value for extremeness. 131 
For climatological extremeness, a 10% frequency of occurrence over some historical period is 132 
most commonly used as a threshold (though 5% and 1% threshold are also used [1]). 133 
However, climatic extremeness is not only described by its rate of occurrence [24], and little 134 
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consensus exists on how to specify other attributes of extremeness in a comparable way [19], 135 
such as the magnitude, temporal duration, timing, spatial scale, and multivariate dependency 136 
(particularly for compound events). For the extremeness of the biological impact, even less 137 
specific descriptions are used: ‘strong magnitude’, ‘substantially exceeded’, and ‘well outside 138 
the bounds of what is considered typical or normal variability’ (Table 1). No existing 139 
definition has set a specific threshold value for the biological response (e.g. the top 5% 140 
strongest biological responses) to be considered extreme, and for completeness we have added 141 
this more specific definition to Table 1. 142 
Most impact-related definitions only specify that the climatic event and its impact 143 
should be extreme, but do not specify the shape of the biological response function (Table 1 & 144 
Fig. 1). By contrast, Bailey & van de Pol  [10] suggest it only makes sense to study ECE when 145 
the biological response function is nonlinear (black line in Fig. 1d). The response function and 146 
its shape can be determined from observational data using either temporal (Fig. 2a) or spatial 147 
variation (Fig. 2b), from experimental manipulations at different climatic conditions in the lab 148 
(Fig. 2c), or from mechanistic models (Fig. 2d). Many mechanisms may cause nonlinearity—149 
such as allostatic overload [20], hysteresis [11] and regime shifts [25]—and nonlinear 150 
response are suggested to be a hallmark of ECE impacts [12,13]. Bailey & van de Pol argue 151 
that if there is a linear dependency between the climate and biological response, changes in 152 
climate will have the same impact regardless of whether they occur in ‘extreme’ or ‘non-153 
extreme’ conditions and there is no reason to focus only on the tails of climate distributions 154 
when investigating the impacts of climate change. Furthermore, they suggest that the 155 
nonlinearity of the response function can be used as a biological context for deciding what is a 156 
meaningful threshold value of climatic extremeness [10]: the point where climate has a 157 
nonlinear impact on the biological response may be a less arbitrary threshold for climatic 158 
extremeness than an a priori chosen threshold of for example <5% (Fig. 1d). 159 
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 Figure 2: Four different ways to determine the biological response function: using (a) 160 
temporal or (b) spatial variation in observational studies, (c) experimental manipulation and 161 
(d) mechanistic modelling. The examples also highlight the diversity in response variables, 162 
from (a) phenological and (c) developmental phenotypic traits to (d) population and (b) 163 
ecosystem parameters. (a) Observational study relating 164 
temporal variation in the timing of egg laying to annual 165 
variation in spring temperatures using linear regression 166 
on 47 years of data on wild-living British Chaffinches [26]. 167 
(b) Observational study relating spatial variation in 168 
annual primary plant productivity to spatial variation in 169 
precipitation using linear regression on data from 11 170 
ecosystems [27]. (c) Experimental study determining the 171 
thermal performance curve for daily growth rates of 172 
hornworn larvae using 5 different levels of experimentally 173 
manipulated rearing temperatures in the laboratory [28]. 174 
(d) Mechanistic study using a population matrix model 175 
parameterized with temperature dependent demographic 176 
rates to calculate how the population growth rate of 177 
Daphnia lumholtzi depends on temperature [29]. Note that 178 
in (c-d) the climatological distribution can be derived 179 
from climatological time series (similar as in blue panel of 180 
a), but that determining the distribution of biological 181 
response requires additional observations, as simply 182 
imposing the climate distribution to the response function 183 
ignores other sources of variation in biological response. 184 
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The type of impact of an ECE 185 
A second major difference among impact-related ECE definitions is whether they differentiate 186 
between the type or degree of impact. The definition of Smith 2011 (Table 1) restrict the 187 
biological impact only to be extreme if it alters ecosystem structure and/or functioning, while 188 
individual or population level responses alone would not be considered extreme (Fig. 3a). 189 
Similarly, the definition of Gutschik & BassiriRad 2003 [11] restricts extreme biological 190 
responses to responses that have a long recovery/acclimation time (i.e. hysteresis, Fig. 3a). 191 
And sometimes the impact of climatic events are only considered to be extreme if they have 192 
large spatial impacts. Notwithstanding the fact that some impacts can be considered more 193 
‘extreme’ than others, each study has its own research question and associated choice of 194 
biological response variable that already determines the spatiotemporal scale and level of 195 
organisation at which something is considered meaningful. For example, evolutionary 196 
biologists typically consider a dramatic trait change to be extreme and don’t get particularly 197 
excited by other non-genetic changes in ecosystem functioning, while an ecosystem ecologist 198 
would not be impressed by trait change unless it leads to altered ecosystem functioning. 199 
Consequently, including constraints on what type of response (either in spatiotemporal scale 200 
or level of organisation; Fig. 3b) qualifies as extreme enough to be considered an ECE 201 




Figure 3: (a) Scenarios that vary in the biological level of organization impacted (y-axis) by a 204 
climate extreme and in the temporal duration of impacts (x-axis; modified from [13]). (b) The 205 
three main axes that determine the type of impact of the biological response, illustrating the 206 
context-dependence of what is extreme (though an impact at a higher biological level, larger 207 
spatial scale, and/or longer temporal scale are typically considered to be more catastrophic). 208 
 209 
Context-dependence of ‘events’ 210 
Finally, comparison among studies is also difficult due to the biological context-dependence 211 
of what constitutes an ‘event’ [12]. The word ‘event’ in the term ECE implies a short 212 
duration, abruptness and/or discreteness [Fig. 4 in 12]. ECEs like extreme rainfall on a given 213 
day can rightfully be seen as events (sometimes called ‘simple events’ [19]). However, other 214 
ECEs such as drought or heat waves are caused by the compounding of outcomes from 215 
successive climate phenomena, for example, a succession of hot or dry days, or even years. 216 
Such ‘compound events’ can also be due to multiple compounding climate or physical 217 
variables (‘perfect storm’), which in themselves may not necessarily be extreme, but if they 218 
persist over time, their cumulative value is extreme (e.g. drought). Whether a compound event 219 
that spans a long period (e.g. Australia’s ‘big dry’) should be considered an ECE according to 220 
impact-related definitions, depends on the lifespan of the organism or the successional speed 221 
of the ecosystems in which they occur [12]. Thus, this context-dependence on the model 222 
system allows for comparison between ECEs that last for days up to many years, but also 223 
implies that the same climatic event may be an ECE for one (long-lived) organism, but not for 224 
another (short-lived) organism (similar difficulties arise when comparing across ecosystems, 225 
locations and time periods [13]). 226 
A universal ECE definition? 227 
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To conclude, there is no universal definition of an ECE and achieving one is extremely 228 
challenging, which is exemplified by this theme issue as almost all definitions in Table 1 were 229 
used in at least one contribution. However, we suggest that progress can be made to make 230 
ECE studies easier to compare. First, the usefulness of respectively a climatological or 231 
impact-related definition depends on the research question being: “What is the biological 232 
impact of this climate extreme?” or “Which climate process drives this extreme biological 233 
event?”. Second, we think that for most biological studies it makes sense to use an impact-234 
related definition, as biologists are ultimately interested in the biological response and 235 
generally their choice of climate variable to study is driven by its biological relevance 236 
anyway. Third, studies should more precisely define what threshold value of frequency, 237 
magnitude or duration they consider to be extreme, for example the 5% most extreme climatic 238 
and 5% most extreme biological response values observed (Table 1), and provide the specific 239 
time and spatial scale of the ECE over a given reference time period (e.g. an extremely hot 240 
day in location X has a mean temperature over 30°C, as such value occurred less than 5% 241 
from 1950-2010). Fourth, we agree with [10] that comparison across studies becomes more 242 
difficult if definitions consider impacts to be extreme only if they affect a higher 243 
organizational level or have a strong spatiotemporal impact (but studies should clearly specify 244 
what type of impact they are interested in; Fig. 3b). Finally, studies should not only provide a 245 
clear definition, but also use consistent terminology (climatological, impact-related, single 246 
versus compound events, etc.). 247 
 248 
3. Detection and attribution of ECEs in relation to other aspects of climate change 249 
Detection and attribution of extreme climatic events 250 
To demonstrate that biological systems are impacted by climate change we need to identify an 251 
effect on the system and be able to attribute that effect to climate change [30,6]. In the context 252 
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of ECEs this first requires detecting that the frequency of climate extremes has changed over 253 
time, and attribution of the observed changes in extremes to anthropogenic climate change, 254 
and not to some other meteorological process [31,2]. Second, it requires detecting that the 255 
climate extremes also have a biological impact, and that this impact cannot be attributed to 256 
other factors [4,6 this issue].  257 
Climatologists perform the first step to detect and attribute changes in climatic 258 
extremes to global warming. Particularly, the attribution of climate extremes to global 259 
warming is challenging, as such rare events can also be part of the natural variability of the 260 
climate system or caused by other external factors, and thus requires an in-depth 261 
understanding of the underlying processes [32,2 this issue].  262 
Biologists are tasked to perform the second step to detect and attribute the biological 263 
impacts of climate extremes. Similar to attribution by climatologists, biological attribution is 264 
complex, as the rareness of extreme events makes correlative approaches to attribution 265 
problematic [6 this issue]. Specifically, long time series and/or large impacts are needed to be 266 
able to show that the occurrence of extreme impacts are statistically associated with the 267 
occurrence of climate extremes [6,but see 5 this issue]. A mechanistic understanding of the 268 
relationship between climate and the biological response (e.g. via models, or knowledge about 269 
how climate impacts the biological response over the full range of climate values, not only at 270 
the extremes) is extremely valuable as it not only increases the power to correctly attribute 271 
responses, but may even allow predicting biological impacts when few climate extremes are 272 
observed [6].  273 
A second condition for a correct attribution to ECEs is that one should control for 274 
other factors that have an impact on the biological system of interest [4,6]. This is important 275 
because climate change is happening in a world undergoing many threats simultaneously (e.g. 276 
habitat destruction, invasive species). But even if the impact on the biological system can be 277 
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attributed to climate, it is not necessarily impacted by the climate extreme alone. This 278 
difficulty has received particular attention among population ecologists, but is likely more 279 
widely relevant: other aspects of climate change beyond climate extremes, such as correlated 280 
changes in climate means and variability, may also affect biological responses.  281 
Specifically, it has been argued that changes in climatic extremes are having a stronger 282 
impact on ecology [10] and evolution [11] than changes in climate means, and a similar 283 
discussion exists about the population dynamical impact of changes in climatic means and 284 
variability [33,29]. Such issues are important because the bulk of the biological research 285 
focuses on changes in climate means, while the effects of extremes and variability are often 286 
not studied, but could be crucial for making reliable predictions and an integrative 287 
understanding of impacts of climate change [33]. However, how does one separate the often 288 
concurrent impacts of changes in climatic means, variability and extremes [this issue 34]?  289 
Problematically, increased climatic variability is often equated with more extremes in 290 
the literature, in the sense that studies on responses to how organism deal with variability are 291 
typically considered to also be on how they deal with extremes. However, increased climatic 292 
variability is only one cause of more climate extremes (Fig. 4b), but there are others (Fig. 293 
4a,c; shift in mean or skew) [e.g. 2 and references therein]. A clear distinction between the 294 
different aspects of climate change is also important because changes in climate extremes or 295 
variability can have distinct biological impacts, as they can act via different mechanisms. For 296 
example, climate extremes may cause adaptions in thermal tolerance to evolve [e.g. 35 this 297 
issue], while climate variability may lead to the evolution of bet-hedging strategies. As 298 
another example, population biologists have long known that key metrics like the long-term 299 
population growth rate, extinction risk and fitness are affected by both the mean and 300 
variability in the annual performance [36,37]. Extremes can have a profound effect on the 301 
mean annual performance, while inter-annual climatic variability can affect the variability of 302 
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fitness even when the mean annual performance is unaffected, meaning they both can affect 303 
long-term fitness, but independently via different mechanisms [10,34].  304 
 305 
Figure 4: The effect of changes in temperature distribution on extremes [from 4]. Different 306 
changes in temperature distributions between present and future climate and their effects on 307 
extreme values of the distributions:(a) effects of a shift of the entire distribution toward a 308 
warmer climate; (b) effects of an increase in temperature variability with no shift in the 309 
mean;(c) effects of an altered shape of the distribution, in this case a change in skew toward 310 
less cold and more hot days.  311 
Theoretically it is possible to separate the effects of changes in means, variability and 312 
extremes, but only by choosing rather specific climate distributions in which the mean, 313 
variance and skew can be manipulated independently [either experimentally in the field, or via 314 
simulation in models; ,33]. In such attribution approaches, changes in skew can mimic changes 315 
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in extremes, while keeping the mean and variability of the climate distribution constant. In the 316 
field of population dynamics, the limited evidence from such attribution models suggest that 317 
changes in extremes are likely to be less important than changes in means and variability 318 
[29,33,34 this issue]. This tentative result sharply contrasts the many studies that show 319 
catastrophic impacts of climate extremes, but that do not consider the impacts of means and 320 
variability nor manipulate them independently [see reviews 10,17 this issue].  321 
Possibly these contrasting results can be (partly) reconciled: Climatologists suggest 322 
that current changes in climate extremes are typically caused by changes in the mean climate 323 
(the entire distribution shifting; Fig. 4a) [2], and thus changes in extremes and means are often 324 
correlated. Studies that assess the impacts of extremes while not accounting for the 325 
confounding effects of changing climatic means may thus over-attribute impacts to extremes, 326 
while in fact they also should be partly attributed to correlated changes in mean (and the 327 
reverse holds for studies on changes in climate means that ignore correlated changes in 328 
extremes, or variability). 329 
An alternative view on attribution 330 
A solution may be to focus less on attributing impacts to changes in means, variability and 331 
extremes, but instead take a more holistic approach of climate change by modelling how the 332 
entire climatic distribution changes (ideally using IPCC-class models that account for model 333 
uncertainty [38]) and how this in turn affects biological systems. Such an approach does not 334 
allow for attributing impacts to climate extremes per se, but it does allow for attribution of 335 
impacts to climate change that simultaneously includes changes in climatic mean, variability 336 
and extremes (most studies narrowly focus on a single aspect—typically means—currently).  337 
Such a holistic approach also circumvents another problem of attribution, which is that 338 
the impact of one aspect of climate often depends on other aspects and thus full separation is 339 
always difficult (e.g. the impact of changes in variability depend on the (changes in) mean 340 
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climatic conditions [33,29]). This not only holds for interactions among climatic drivers, but 341 
also for interactions between climatic and non-climatic drivers, as non-additive interactions 342 
among environmental drivers appear to be the norm rather than exception [39,40]. More 343 
generally, it has been argued that the emphasis on biological attribution might also be 344 
counterproductive [41]. Possibly we should focus more on understanding how different 345 
environmental drivers—of which extremes is only one—interact with each other to affect 346 
systems, as providing proof via attribution is distracting biologists from these pressing 347 
scientific questions that need to be addressed for making more reliable predictions and 348 
practical conservation measures [42]. 349 
4. Links to other scientific fields 350 
For effectively delimiting and applying the biological science of ECEs, it is useful to briefly 351 
visit other research fields that also deal with abrupt and severe changes in nature, and to 352 
identify their commonalities and differences with ECE research. Here we discuss these other 353 
fields with reference to (1) the spatial and temporal scale of drivers and impact, (2) whether 354 
the agents of change are principally climatological, physical or biological in nature (or a 355 
combination of these), and (3) whether the biological impact versus the agent of change is 356 
‘extreme’. Below we will give concrete examples from related research fields to illustrate 357 
how these three factors provide overlap with or deviations from the ECE research field.   358 
(1) Spatial and temporal scale of drivers and impact 359 
While this review, and ECE research in general, have focused mostly on extreme events and 360 
their impact at local to regional scale and at time scales from days to centuries, ECEs both 361 
overlap and differ from the planetary-scale extreme events (PEE) or ‘catastrophes’ that have 362 
traditionally been the domain of paleo-ecology. While the agents of ECEs and PEEs are both 363 
abiotic in nature, they differ importantly in that ECEs are climate-induced while PEEs are 364 
principally  physical, even though they generally lead to climatic or atmospheric regime shifts 365 
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as well. An obvious example of an internal physical agent of a PEE is a chain of major 366 
volcanic eruptions, while major meteorite impact is due to an external physical agent.  Such 367 
PEEs tend to occur not only on an enormous (i.e. global) spatial scale, but also at very long 368 
(i.e. geological) time intervals. They are also known for their enormity of biological impact, 369 
causing planetary environmental regime shifts (with biotic feedbacks possibly causing further 370 
drastic changes) and mass organismal extinctions, and driving macro-evolution [7, this issue].  371 
(2a) The nature of drivers of abrupt and severe change: fire 372 
A special and, in the ECE and global change context, particularly important driver of abrupt 373 
and severe environmental change is fire. Fire has in common with ECEs that it is strongly 374 
(albeit not only; see below) linked to abiotic (i.e. climatic) drivers and that it can have very 375 
severe biological impact. Because of these commonalities, fire ecology, as an established 376 
research field, has supplied several methodological (including statistical) tools that are also 377 
proving useful for the biological study of ECEs. For instance a demographic model originally 378 
developed for post-fire disturbance response has been applied to address the effect of extreme 379 
years (in terms of weather) on population growth of birds [38,43].  380 
There are also important differences between ECE ecology and fire ecology. 381 
Importantly, while a wildfire itself can be very destructive and have major biological impact, 382 
it need not be the result of a climate extreme. For instance, the Fynbos in South Africa has 383 
frequent (<10-yr interval) fire regimes under ‘normal climatic conditions’. ‘Extreme’ wild-384 
fires are most likely to occur in regions where fire regimes are very low and when several 385 
environmental drivers coincide. While prolonged drought is evidently a major driver of 386 
wildfire, even under certain milder-than-extreme environmental conditions in terms of 387 
drought and high temperatures, a very destructive wildfire with extreme biological impact can 388 
still occur if other biotic and abiotic drivers join in. In particular the fuel quantity (i.e. 389 
accumulated living or dead organic matter on the surface, sometimes including peat layers) 390 
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and fuel quality (especially physical structure enabling good ventilation for oxygen supply) 391 
are critical, while windy conditions help to ventilate and spread the fire [44]. Importantly also, 392 
no wildfire can start without an ignition source, be it of abiotic (lightning, volcanic eruption) 393 
or biotic nature, i.e. accidental or intentional ignition by people.  394 
In practice, evidently, ECEs and extreme wildfires often go hand in hand. The great 395 
2007 Anaktuvuk fire in the Alaskan tundra occurred after a prolonged period of very dry and 396 
hot summer weather and destroyed an area of ~1000 km2 and released almost 2 megatonnes 397 
of carbon in the process [45]. Thus, wildfires are a kind of abiotic intermediary to translate 398 
severe or even extreme climatic events into biological impact via interaction with the local 399 
(remains of) organisms; and an intermediary of particular interest in view of global change 400 
and growing and increasingly mobile world population, which together are set to induce 401 
stronger fire regimes in several biomes this century [46]. 402 
 403 
(2b) Biotic agents as drivers of abrupt and severe change 404 
While ECEs are ultimately always of abiotic origin and fire has both physical and biological 405 
components to its destructive force, some other agents of severe ecological impact are 406 
principally biological in nature. Herbivory, like fire, is often considered as a disturbance sensu 407 
Grime [47], i.e. as a process by which plant biomass (or sessile coral biomass) is killed, either 408 
entire individuals or parts of them. Herbivory can range in biological impact from mild to 409 
very severe. There are myriad examples of severe overgrazing leading to a major shift in 410 
ecosystem properties and often loss of function, for instance in the case of associated soil 411 
degradation and erosion [48]. Other examples include large-scale pine forest die-back due to 412 
beetle attack in Canada, which was shown to turn a large forested region from a carbon sink 413 
into a carbon source [49]. In such cases the biological impact may be of comparable 414 
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magnitude (but not necessarily of comparable type) as that of an ECE, while the driver is 415 
totally different.  416 
Some events combine the ECE concept and biologically driven disturbance impact. 417 
For instance, in subarctic Fennoscandia periodic outbreaks of the autumn moth, Epirrita 418 
autumnata, have been associated with winter climatic conditions. A few subsequent winters in 419 
which air temperatures never drop much below -30°C, i.e. ‘exceptionally warm’ winters, 420 
allow many eggs on the birch trees to survive. If favourable summer and autumn conditions 421 
for completion of the life cycle coincide with the moth population already being close to a 422 
major peak, they can lead to complete defoliation of virtually all birch trees by the Epirrita 423 
caterpillars over areas of hundreds of km2 [50]. When persisting for a few subsequent years, 424 
these outbreaks can turn birch forest into open heathland or tundra for several decades [51]. 425 
Thus the major biological impact in such a hybrid case is due to a combination of special 426 
climatic events coinciding with or triggering disturbance by (herbivorous) organisms (see also 427 
[13] for interactions of ECE and disturbance). As an extension of this concept, major 428 
biological impact can also be expected if an ECE leads to the loss [13] or abundant 429 
establishment of ecosystem engineers, as these organisms, by definition, have a 430 
disproportionate impact on their environment [52]. 431 
 432 
(3) Moderate drivers of change but severe impact: tipping points 433 
Tipping point ecology centres on the concept “that gradual changes in temperature or other 434 
factors might have little effect until a threshold is reached at which a large shift occurs that 435 
might be difficult to reverse” [25, see also 53,54]. This concept has in common with the ECE 436 
field that it deals with severe biological impact and it also stresses that the biological response 437 
function may be strongly non-linear at its extremes (see Fig. 1). Also, like ECE ecology, 438 
tipping point ecology has parallels with, and applications in, very different scientific and 439 
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societal disciplines, e.g. medical [55] or financial [56]. However, there are two essential 440 
differences. Tipping points, by definition, define environmental regime shifts from one 441 
‘stable’ state to an alternative one (Fig. 3a). In contrast, while ECEs can lead to such regime 442 
shifts, they do not necessarily have to, as they can also have major biological impact without 443 
overhauling the essential properties and functions of the ecosystem or the taxonomic and 444 
functional composition of organisms involved. Also, tipping points are often reached after a 445 
longer period of rather subtle, ‘trickle-wise’ changes in the environmental drivers or the 446 
ecosystem itself, i.e. without the explicit need for an extreme climatic event. These drivers 447 
need not be climatic but can also be physical-chemical or biotic in nature, for instance in the 448 
case of regime shifts in lakes subject to chronic nutrient input or introduction of alien fish 449 
species [25]. Since environmental thresholds leading to regime shifts, i.e. tipping points, can 450 
also be reached in response to extreme events, some environmental scenarios may fall under 451 
both concepts. Identifying explicitly for concrete scenarios where, over the trajectory of 452 
environmental change, both concepts overlap and where they diverge, will unify both research 453 
fields and help to predict environmental impact. 454 
To summarize, ECE-research features both important commonalities and differences 455 
with related fields such as paleo-ecology, tipping point ecology and disturbance ecology 456 
(including fire ecology) and these fields can learn from one another. Useful conceptual and 457 
methodological tools can be derived from these relatively established fields of study, while 458 
explicit comparison of theory and practice will also lead to ECE research feeding new insight 459 
into these related fields.  460 
 461 
5. Parallels between behavioural, ecological and evolutionary ECE studies  462 
This theme issue 463 
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The 13 other contributions to this theme issue on Behavioural, ecological and evolutionary 464 
responses to extreme climatic events are structured in four parts. The first part focuses on 465 
general challenges to the field, such as those related to detection, attribution and thereby 466 
prediction of ECEs and their impact. The next three parts focus on the behavioural/plastic, 467 
ecological and evolutionary responses to ECEs. One goal of our theme issue was to invite 468 
contributions on topics which reflect important gaps in our knowledge (e.g. the evolution of 469 
plasticity in extreme environments [57]) or which represent controversial issues (e.g. the value 470 
of single event studies [17]). Another goal was to invite contributions from different fields that 471 
synthesize the ecological [2,18] and evolutionary literature on ECEs [7,35] and combine this 472 
with research papers that illustrate ways to make progress in answering important and 473 
interesting conceptual questions. The inclusion of contributions from such disparate fields as 474 
behavioural plasticity [23], community ecology [18], and evolution of thermal tolerance [35] 475 
was specifically chosen to highlight that these fields deal with similar challenges (e.g. they 476 
study events that are rare with respect to the duration of most studies in the wild), but also to 477 
illustrate that they can provide parallel insights (see later this Section). Importantly, all 478 
empirical contributions use long time series (≥2 decades) from studied populations that 479 
included the occurrence of multiple ECEs. 480 
Part 1: Conceptual challenges and links to other fields 481 
In the first part of the theme issue, Ummenhofer & Meehl [2] review our current 482 
understanding of climatological changes in ECEs and how they are assessed. They provide an 483 
overview of the existing evidence for change in climate extremes, focussing on climate 484 
variables relevant for both terrestrial and oceanic systems. By doing so they highlight that 485 
much progress has been made in assessing climate extremes and that further progress is 486 
expected due to the continued spatiotemporal downscaling of process-based climate models. 487 
Their discussion of the challenges in detecting and attributing climate extremes to climate 488 
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change also provides an interesting parallel to the second contribution in this part by Solow 489 
[6]: Climatologists have made important steps in attribution by developing a better 490 
understanding of the processes underlying their climate models, and Solow argues that for the 491 
question of attributing ecological responses to climate extremes, a good mechanistic 492 
understanding will also prove to be crucial. He illustrates this using a simple example that 493 
shows that it is hard to statistically attribute biological extremes to climate extremes and that 494 
this either requires very long time series and/or strong signals [see 5 this issue for a real world 495 
example] to avoid low power. Subsequently, he shows how a mechanistic understanding will 496 
increase this power substantially, and even may allow for predicting biological impacts when 497 
few climate extremes are observed. The importance of such mechanistic understanding about 498 
how climate extremes affect organisms, population and ecosystems is repeatedly emphasized 499 
in the contributions of subsequent parts, although the starting point of studies can be very 500 
different (e.g. some studies take a known physiological mechanism as a starting point [20], 501 
while others use an exploratory correlative approach to focus the search for mechanisms [5]).  502 
The first part concludes with an opinion piece by Altwegg et al. [17] discussing the 503 
controversial question: What can we learn from the many studies describing responses to a 504 
single ECE? A literature review shows that single event studies using experimental or 505 
opportunistic studies tend to be short term, while only long-term observational studies that 506 
accidentally experienced an ECE investigated delayed responses. Moreover, besides the 507 
obvious difficulty of estimating the biological response from a single event, another limitation 508 
is that it prevents assessment on how any response depends on the state of the study system 509 
[see section 3 this study, 35]. They propose a data- and theory-driven pathway for how single 510 
event studies may improve our understanding of ECEs, but for the former pathway the 511 
required information for meta-analysis is typically not reported, while for the latter pathway 512 
sufficient mechanistic understanding is lacking for most study systems. 513 
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Part 2: Plastic responses to extreme climatic events 514 
The second part of the theme issue deals with phenotypically plastic responses to ECEs. 515 
Chevin & Hoffmann [57] discuss how likely it is that species will adapt their phenotype 516 
adaptively under ECEs. They argue that there may often only be weak selection on plasticity 517 
at extreme conditions, as ECE are rare or mainly affect low-quality habitats. A key process in 518 
shaping the phenotypes under ECEs is the genetic correlation across environments: if the 519 
response to mild values of the environmental variable correlates with the response for extreme 520 
values, and the optimum phenotype changes linearly from mild to extreme environments, 521 
there may be adaptive phenotypic plasticity for ECE. Wingfield et al. [20] use an interesting 522 
alternative approach to plasticity in response to ECEs. They do not consider how a phenotype 523 
is shaped under ECE compared to how it is shaped under non-extreme conditions but rather 524 
argue that there is an entire different phenotype that occurs during ECEs. They define ECEs 525 
as those conditions where an individual’s available resources are not sufficient to match the 526 
sum of its energetic costs (called allostatic overload) which then triggers an emergency life 527 
history stage, when an individual ceases its regular activities in an attempt to survive extreme 528 
conditions. This part ends with Bailey et al. [23]’s study on a natural system where ECEs 529 
leads to flooding of shorebird’s nests. In their system, the frequency of extreme tidal floods 530 
has more than doubled. Despite this, they found no evidence of behavioural plasticity in nest 531 
elevation over a 20 year period, either as a response to two environmental cues or as a learned 532 
response to previous flooding experience. They discuss the lack of a plastic response in the 533 
context of the low predictability and detectability of ECEs and their potential cues.  534 
Part 3: Ecological responses to extreme climatic events 535 
The theme issue’s third part on the ecological consequences of ECEs starts with a review by 536 
Felton & Smith [18] on another gap in our knowledge: How do impacts of ECEs cascade 537 
hierarchically from the individual to population to community and ultimately to the ecosystem 538 
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level?, with a specific focus on arguably the best-studied ECE-model system: plants. They 539 
suggest that the scaling of individual responses to community or ecosystem responses is often 540 
predicated upon the functional identity of the species in the community, in particular the 541 
dominant species. Furthermore, the reported stability in ecosystem structure and functioning 542 
is often driven by processes at the community level, such as species niche partitioning and 543 
compensatory responses during or after the event.  544 
The third part continues with three empirical papers investigating responses at either 545 
the species, population or individual level. Palmer et al. [5] use population time series of 238 546 
British insect and bird species to address the question to what extent closely related species 547 
show temporal synchrony in population crashes or explosions and whether these can be 548 
attributed to specific climate extremes. It turns out species generally do not agree on which 549 
years were extreme, and that responses (crashes outweighing explosions) were highly species-550 
specific, also with respect to climatic drivers. Finally, ECEs did not predict long-term 551 
population trends, suggesting that ECEs were not driving these species’ historical declines. 552 
Pardo et al. [34] assessed the impact of changes in the mean, variability and extremes of sea 553 
surface temperatures on the demography of Black-browed albatrosses. They showed that a 554 
change in the mean of sea surface temperature had a positive effect on the population growth 555 
rate, despite causing more frequent and larger ECE that negatively affect the growth rate. This 556 
in-depth study echoes the large-scale analysis of Palmer et al. [5], that concluded that the 557 
population trends of many species have not yet been dominated by ECEs.  558 
Finally, Gardner et al. [58] study how ECEs affect individual fitness and demography 559 
in two Australian wrens. Interestingly, they do not only take the increase in extreme warm 560 
weather into account, but also the decrease in extreme cold winters. Similar to the avian 561 
population responses in Palmer et al. [5], demographic response of these two closely-related 562 
similar-sized sympatric species were very different. In Fairy-wrens summer survival was 563 
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higher in hot summers and after winters with few cold wet days, while in Scrubwrens winter 564 
survival was lower in cold wet winters. Unexpectedly, this did not result in an increased 565 
annual survival over time, but rather a decreasing survival in both species, suggesting other 566 
factors outweighed or prevented individual level impacts of ECE to cascade onto population 567 
demography. 568 
Part 4: Evolutionary responses to extreme climatic events 569 
The final part of the theme issue focuses on evolutionary responses to ECEs. Grant et al. [7] 570 
discuss parallels between evolutionary processes acting on geological timescales and 571 
contemporary evolution in recent periods, by suggesting that ECEs are small-scale analogues 572 
of the dramatic changes documented in the fossil record. The review discusses a number of 573 
case studies on evolutionary responses in a wide variety of taxa to recent episodic and 574 
prolonged ECEs. They conclude that evolution in response to ECEs is likely to be 575 
widespread, as they setup strong selection pressures, particularly if ECEs alter community 576 
composition causing changes in species interactions. Kingsolver & Buckley [35] argue that to 577 
understand how ECEs affect selection and evolutionary responses, a better knowledge of the 578 
causal connections among climate conditions, phenotypes and fitness are needed. They use 579 
thermal biology (thermal performance curve and heat tolerance), in combination with extreme 580 
value theory (generalized extreme value distributions), as a quantitative framework for such a 581 
more mechanistic understanding. While this framework is useful, they explain that it is 582 
hampered by knowledge on the upper tails of performance curves (see also Section 6) and by 583 
the lack of incorporation of important effects of prior thermal history on performance and 584 
tolerance into models of climate change response. Finally, the last contribution of Marrot et 585 
al. [59] quantify the effects of ECE on the fitness landscape (i.e. the linear selection gradients) 586 
for clutch size and egg-laying date in Blue tits. For ECEs to affect the fitness landscape it is 587 
essential that the fitness of different phenotypes is differentially affected by ECEs, rather than 588 
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that ECEs decrease fitness for all individuals in the population [see also 57]. There was no 589 
effect of ECEs on the strength of selection on clutch size but the strength of selection for 590 
earlier laying increased with the proportion of nests exposed to extreme hot days. 591 
Interestingly, the mean temperatures during the nestling period did not affect the strength of 592 
selection on laying date, suggesting that it are indeed the ECEs which cause the elevated 593 
selection.  594 
Parallels between behavioural, ecological and evolutionary ECE studies 595 
We already highlighted the shared challenges that behavioural, ecological and evolutionary 596 
ECEs studies face in terms of deciding what an appropriate definition is (section 2), and how 597 
to deal with the problem of attribution (section 3). Another major parallel among studies in 598 
this theme issue appears to be that responses are highly idiosyncratic, indicating that 599 
generalization of ECE impacts is difficult and predictability low. For example, evolutionary 600 
responses in thermal tolerance in response to extremes can depend on the climatic history and 601 
amount of variability organisms previously experienced [35], and evolutionary change is often 602 
strongly mediated by changes in species interactions, which vary widely among ecosystems 603 
[7]. Behaviourally plastic responses may depend on the habitat type individuals live in [23] or 604 
on their energy reserves [20], while demographic responses can be highly age-dependent [34]. 605 
Potentially as a consequence, the responses of two populations of the same species have been 606 
shown to be as different as the responses of two different plant species to the same type of 607 
climatic extreme [60]. Thus to some extent, it may not be surprising that there is also very 608 
little consensus in responses to extremes when comparing closely related species [5], even if 609 
they live in the same area and have a similar ecology and body size [58]. These are not only 610 
empirical patterns [but see 61], but there are also many theoretical reasons why one would 611 
expect a strong context-dependency at many levels of organization [e.g. 18] or for 612 
evolutionary [e.g. 57] and ecological processes [e.g. 29].  613 
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Whether a strong context-dependence is a characteristic property of response to ECEs 614 
remains to be determined, as responses to other aspects of climate or environmental change 615 
are often also highly idiosyncratic [62]. McLean et al. [63] discusses four studies that have so 616 
far formally compared the amount of intraspecific and interspecific variation in climate 617 
sensitivities across a large group of species (all looking at phenotypic traits at the individual 618 
level). The only study on climate extremes showed there was huge intraspecific variation and 619 
thus low predictability in plant biomass responses [60], while studies on responses to changes 620 
in climate means showed strong intraspecific consistency in phenological traits [64,65], but 621 
not for avian body mass [63]. A more direct avenue to explore this further would be to 622 
quantify if there is less consistency (more idiosyncrasy) in species responses to climate 623 
extremes than for example climate mean on the same dataset, as could for example be done 624 
for the large comparative dataset analysed by Palmer et al. in this issue [5].  625 
 626 
6. A roadmap for future research on extreme climatic events 627 
Improving our approach of ECE studies 628 
The previous sections already highlighted some important directions to make progress in our 629 
approach of ECE-studies. Although a synthetic definition that will be universally useful may 630 
not be achievable, more specific definitions and using similar terminology will be key to 631 
facilitate meta-analyses and systematic reviews of ECE studies, which are a crucial step in the 632 
development of any research field. We should also make optimal use of the limited 633 
information we already have, which includes learning from the many anecdotal single events 634 
studies that currently dominate the literature [17].  635 
Notwithstanding, it is clear that insights on the long-term ecological and evolutionary 636 
consequences of ECEs can only be derived from long-term studies [7,10,17]. To address this 637 
challenge, we may need to focus on model systems in which ECEs are becoming rapidly 638 
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either more frequent and severe (e.g. heat waves [58], flooding [23]) or more infrequent and 639 
mild (e.g. cold spells, icesheet cover [66]) [10]. Moreover, we should make smart use of a 640 
combination of observational studies (utilizing both temporal and spatial variation in ECEs), 641 
controlled experiments, biological and climatological modelling [10], as currently already 642 
attempted in the field of thermal ecology [35]. The field of ECE-ecology is not unique in 643 
tackling such challenges and we can learn from related fields (climatology, disturbance and 644 
paleo-ecology) in terms of conceptual and methodological approaches as well as their 645 
historical development (see examples Sections 3-4).  646 
Key conceptual challenges to improve our understanding of ECE impacts 647 
Based on the insights from the papers in this theme issue and our assessment of the field we 648 
outline five more conceptual objectives which we believe the field should aim to fulfil. These 649 
include (i) more focus on understanding of the biological response function, (ii) studies on the 650 
mechanisms underlying these response functions, (iii) the role of plasticity in the response to 651 
ECEs, (iv) understanding how effects of ECEs at the individual levels cascade up to the 652 
ecosystem level, and (v) understanding the role of ECEs in long-term evolution. We are aware 653 
that there are many more aspects of ECEs that are in need of a better understanding, but we 654 
think the five mentioned above and detailed below are on the forefront of where we should 655 
put our research efforts, as they will be key to further our understanding of the impact of 656 
ECEs. 657 
(i) Understanding the biological response function 658 
The key to understanding and predicting the ecological and evolutionary responses to ECE is 659 
the shape of the biological response curve, as this ultimately translates changes in the climate 660 
distribution into changes in the distribution of biological responses (Fig. 1). An outstanding 661 
question is whether extreme biological responses to extreme climate are generally the result of 662 
a strong nonlinear biological response function (Fig. 2c,d) or that responses are typically more 663 
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linear (Fig. 2a,b). A nonlinear response function may signify for example at the organismal 664 
level that thresholds for normal functioning are exceeded (e.g. an individual has to revert to an 665 
emergency ‘survival’ life-stage [20], or a different physiological mechanism is triggered [67]), 666 
and in such cases there is good reason to focus on the particular mechanisms by which 667 
organisms respond to extremes. By contrast, a more linear response function may signify that 668 
similar (e.g. physiological) mechanisms are involved in responses to changes in non-extreme 669 
climate values, and a specific focus on extremes may not be needed to improve our 670 
understanding and predictive ability [10].  671 
All the observations of a biological system—not only those at the extreme tails—672 
should be used to estimate the biological response function , which will also provide insights 673 
under which—not necessarily extreme—climatic conditions an extreme biological response 674 
will occur (e.g. Fig. 2a). Several challenges need to be tackled to obtain the response function. 675 
First, it requires longitudinal or large-scale spatial data obtained from long-term surveys or 676 
experimental settings to be able to robustly fit the biological response function [7,FIg. 2; 677 
,17,35]. Second, it is typically inevitable that some assumption has to be made about the shape 678 
of (parts of) the function, which requires a good understanding of the biological system [6]. 679 
Especially at the extremes of the distribution it will be impossible to estimate the shape 680 
reliably (due to the inherent rareness of extremes), but potentially very long-term studies and 681 
comparative analysis may provide insights into the general shape of response functions at the 682 
tails. Furthermore, specialized statistical methods and improved experimental design (e.g. 683 
more sampling at tails of thermal performance curves [35]) can help to more reliably assess 684 
the shape at both tails of the response function. Notwithstanding, even the many studies that 685 
have only experienced a single anecdotal ECE are valuable: a single ECE part of a longer 686 
time-series of non-ECE years can still be used to determine whether the observed biological 687 
response to an extreme climatic event is what would be predicted from extrapolating the 688 
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known relationship between biological and climatic variables from non-ECE conditions [17]. 689 
Finally, responses can be delayed [17] and may depend on the timing of the event relative to 690 
the life cycle of the organisms [58,59], an individual’s state or habitat [20,23] and previous 691 
exposure to ECE [35,57]. In the long run, mechanistic models will be needed rather than 692 
correlative models, particularly if we also want to predict how impacts depend on the timing 693 
or succession of ECEs. 694 
(ii) Understanding the mechanisms underlying the response function 695 
A mechanistic understanding of the relationship between climate and the biological response 696 
is extremely valuable as it not only increases the power to correctly attribute responses, but 697 
may even allow predicting biological impacts when few climate extremes are observed [6]. 698 
Models, experiments, and observational studies (either over long periods or across spatial 699 
gradients) can all contribute to a mechanistic understanding of the ECE impact of ecological 700 
and evolutionary processes [10,17]. Bailey & van de Pol [10] discuss a case study illustrating 701 
that combining different approaches might be particularly crucial in ECE studies, and that the 702 
resulting mechanistic understanding can improve our predictive capabilities: A longitudinal 703 
study on a Dutch shorebird suggested that extremely cold winters can lead to mass mortality, 704 
but only appeared to do so in years with low food abundance [68]. Yet the relatively short 705 
study period (‘only 25 years with two extreme winters’) and limited geographic range made it 706 
difficult to attach confidence and generality to this conclusion. Future field studies in the 707 
region were able to corroborate this result in both Germany and elsewhere in the Netherlands 708 
[69,70], but work in the United Kingdom, where winters are milder, showed no such 709 
interaction between extremely cold winter temperatures and low food stocks [71]. The 710 
outcomes of many experiments and field studies on the feeding and distribution ecology and 711 
eco-physiological studies on the energetics of these shorebirds [72] were integrated into a 712 
mechanistic model which helped explain these differences in survival patterns, concluding 713 
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that mass mortality would only be likely to occur in the United Kingdom if winter severity 714 
was to increase in magnitude [73].  715 
(iii) Understanding the role of plasticity in the response to ECEs 716 
An outstanding question is under what circumstances adaptive plasticity to ECEs may be able 717 
to evolve. The first theoretical ideas on this are now appearing [57], and they require 718 
empirical testing. It is important to know whether biological responses to extremes events and 719 
ordinary conditions are genetically correlated, as this may facilitate the evolution of plasticity 720 
and adaptation to ECEs [57]. A phenotypically plastic response before an ECE occurs requires 721 
a cue for organisms to respond to in order to mitigate the impact. A major unknown is 722 
whether predictable cues for ECEs exist, whether organisms are capable to detect such cues 723 
[74], and whether their predictability is high enough for plasticity to evolve [23]. A 724 
phenotypically plastic response during or after an ECE provides an alternative mechanism to 725 
mitigate the impacts of ECE, and the existence of an emergency life-stage [20] implies that 726 
organisms have already evolved mechanisms to deal with ECEs. This should remind us that 727 
organisms have evolved on a planet that has previously undergone large shifts in climate, 728 
including changing extremes. Current global change differs from previous geological periods 729 
in the unprecedented rate of change and in that it occurs in a world already threatened by 730 
many other anthropogenic drivers. Such conditions not only are more likely to drive 731 
catastrophes such as the extinction crisis that punctuate geological time [7], but also mean that 732 
plastic responses and evolutionary rescue requires tackling multiple problems simultaneously. 733 
(iv) Understanding how effects of ECEs cascade across organizational levels 734 
The effects of ECE typically differ among individuals according to their behaviour, state, age, 735 
habitat or history [20,23,34,43,62]. However, we know little about how individual 736 
heterogeneity may buffer the effect of ECE on population dynamics and whether it enhances 737 
future ECE tolerance by driving selective mortality and selecting for higher quality 738 
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individuals. Comprehensive eco-evolutionary studies on how ECE affect survival, mating 739 
success, and reproduction as a function of various individual traits may help to improve our 740 
understanding of the importance of individual heterogeneity for population ecology [43] and 741 
for evolutionary responses to ECEs. The eco-evolutionary feedbacks between individual and 742 
population processes is only one example of how we need to improve our understanding of 743 
how effects of ECEs cascade across levels of biological organization. 744 
 Felton & Smith [18] argue that future research efforts to scale individual responses to 745 
community or ecosystem processes should focus on assessing the responses of functionally 746 
important species in the community, and relate these to the broader community context and 747 
ecosystem function. Prior research suggests that community-level properties and processes 748 
such as functional diversity, beneficial interactions and species invasions, all have the 749 
potential to modify community and ecosystem resilience to ECEs. Thus, integrating 750 
population and community-level processes into investigations of ECEs will be important in 751 
bridging individual to ecosystem responses. 752 
However, we should not think about this topic in isolation, as the mechanisms that 753 
facilitate or prevent cascading effects of ECE will often be shared mechanisms that also cause 754 
or buffer cascading responses to other sources of environmental change. Ultimately, a better 755 
understanding of the conditions that determine whether impacts cascade (or not) across 756 
hierarchical levels will be crucial for understanding the idiosyncrasy of responses at higher 757 
levels of organization (such as community and ecosystem responses, which are also of most 758 
concern from a conservation perspective). 759 
(v) Understanding the role of ECEs in long-term evolution 760 
Gutschick & BassiriRad [11] posited that selective pressures imposed by ECEs may often be 761 
so strong that they outweigh the importance of selection acting throughout the many 762 
interspersed non-extreme normal years, and consequently that ECEs may be a major driver of 763 
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evolutionary change. This idea is also important for understanding observed patterns of 764 
phenotypic change in longitudinal studies, as it may also lead to trait variation in combination 765 
with long periods of directional selection, which is difficult to reconcile without taking the 766 
impacts of these rare ECEs into account [75]. However, we only have limited knowledge of 767 
whether ECEs are typically selective or instead reduce the fitness of all phenotypes [57]. 768 
Furthermore, a review of some of the most exemplary natural case studies on evolutionary 769 
responses in which ECEs have been suggested to have played a role, concludes that few 770 
demonstrations of evolutionary change can so far be unambiguously tied to an ECE [7]. Yet, 771 
the same review also argues that there are many reasons why micro-evolutionary responses to 772 
ECEs are nonetheless likely to be widespread. In contradiction to the idea that ECEs dominate 773 
the fitness landscape, a recent meta-analysis of phenotypic selection in natural populations did 774 
not detect any association of heat waves or short-term droughts with spatiotemporal variation 775 
in selection; selection was instead associated with other aspects of climate such as mean 776 
precipitation [76]. Clearly, the role of ECEs in long-term evolution is still highly uncertain 777 
and we need more meta-analyses on the selective nature and strength of ECEs.  778 
In conclusion 779 
The field of ECE is undergoing rapid growth and this theme issue shows it’s state of the art. It 780 
is too early to make strong generalisations, but we have mapped avenues along which the 781 
field can develop and learn from related fields. Understanding the behavioural, ecological and 782 
evolutionary impacts of ECEs is however crucial in a world where due to global climate 783 
change these ECEs will be rapidly increasing in frequency in the decades to come. 784 
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